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â€•James has a command of garden and interior design.â€• â€•Southern Living James T. Farmer III
is all about the â€œelegant gardening lifestyle,â€• using the bounty from your landscape, cutting
gardens, fruit trees and farmers markets to enrich your home and table. In this book, James inspires
us with wreath creations for a grand entrance in any season, for the church altar, or for over the
mantel. Whether winding greenery onto a wreath form with your own hands and floristâ€™s wire, or
transforming a store-bought wreath, the secrets are in the garden (and the produce section of the
market): roses, hydrangeas, citrus, berry bushes, complementary greens and herbs, fruits,
vegetables and flowers in season. Here are ideas galore for making gorgeous wreaths for
year-round and special festivities.
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This book is full of beautiful pictures of beautiful wreaths. There are not any real instruction for
step-by-step construction of the wreaths displayed. So it depends on what you are looking for. If you
want pictures (many can be found on the internet) than this book maybe helpful as the pictures are
larger that most computer screens. If you more a instructions oriented book save your money and
buy "Fantastic Wreaths" by Dale Rohman.

I saw the book in Alabama while on a trip and said to myself, I'm going on line and order "Wreaths
for All Seasons".Just love to get fresh ideas from the printed source.

I judge the value of a 'decorating' book by whether I want to look at it again after the first time. I
haven't looked at it again since the first time. I think I would have liked it better had there been more
pictures of how the wreaths were used in homes with more pictures of rooms than mostly just
close-ups of wreaths. It's more of a how to than a pretty picture book. There was nothing fresh in
it.There's nothing wrong with the book, it just wasn't for me...

This book arrived in excellent condition which was good as it was a gift for someone for Christmas.
They were pleased with it also.
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